Big Jim field cultivators are ideal for orchard or vineyard applications where large cultivator features are packed onto a narrow frame.

Frame sizes from 7’ to 11’ are offered. (9’ shown)

Frame is constructed of heavy gauge 2 ½” X 2 ½” square tubing.

<< Adjustable hitch clevis has a wide range of settings to accommodate a variety of tractor drawbar heights.

<< Safety chain is standard.

Heavy Duty, 26”
High Clearance
“S” Tines are standard >>
Spaced at 4” or 6”

Supported on 7.60 X 15 implement tires.
Hydraulic lift is provided by rephasing cylinders with mechanical depth control.

For a dealer near you contact:

Harco Ag Equipment
Harriston, Ontario
(519) 338-2923 Fax (519) 338-2756
sales@harcoaq.ca

<<Shown with optional rolling baskets